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In this presentation we will be discussing the DS200 or precinct 
tabulator & scanner



Items that will be covered are:

Where to find the instructions & supplies

How to set up the DS200 

Verifying the seal number on the machine

How to ‘open the polls’

How to assist voters

How to read error messages & what to do
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Additional items include:

Using the Auxiliary compartment

Powering off the machine

Printing results tapes

How to modem your results

Closing the polls

What and where items are returned 
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This is a sample of a polling location

Your DS200, vote tabulator should be set-up for easy access
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The DS200 & AutoMark Judge bag will contain;

Instructions,

Paper tape,

Forms, and

I voted stickers
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Manuals and instructions for the DS200 are located in the blue book 
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At 6:00 a.m., you will need to set up the DS200 and verify the black 
ballot box is empty



On the official precinct certification;

Verify the DS200 seal corresponds to the number on the form

Two election judges must certify the seal number
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A DS200, vote tabulator sign is located in the blue book

Post this sign near the vote tabulator
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If you need to install paper tape, see the reference manuals located in 
the blue book
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To access the power cord, unlock the back of the ballot box.  

Plug the power cord from the DS200 into the ‘direct plug-in’ surge 
protector into a working electrical outlet.  

Do NOT use an extension cord
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To securely lock the ballot box in place, gently step on the locking 
mechanism tab on the casters
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The head judge will be given the election code from Washington County 
to be entered on election day 
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When you receive this screen, the voting device is ready for the polls to 
be opened.

Click on ‘open poll’
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Voter’s will be prompted with this screen message:

‘Welcome, please insert your ballot’
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When a voter inserts their ballot into the DS200, the voter will receive 
this message ‘scanning ballot – please wait . . .’

The ballot will drop into the ballot box and the public count will 
increment.
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The following slides will illustrate  error messages you may receive on 
the DS200 and how to respond to them.
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Your ballot has been counted, but didn’t drop into the ballot box

The voter will be prompted to contact a poll worker

The DS200 judge will need to manually insert the ballot into the ballot 
box, do NOT tabulate thru the DS200 again
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The ballot should be removed from the scanner

The DS200 judge will need to manually insert the ballot into the ballot 
box, 

do NOT tabulate thru the DS200 again
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Open the ballot box and insert the counted ballot
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The voter has made no selections on the ballot

The voter will be instructed to either press ‘return’ and see a poll worker 
for help or

If the voter chooses to cast a blank ballot, they would press ‘cast blank 
ballot’
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The voter has over voted in a contest

The voter will be instructed to select;  ‘return your ballot’ or ‘cast your 
ballot’

If the voter selects ‘return’ they should request a new ballot from the 
ballot judge to correct the over vote.

If the voter selects ‘cast’,  the contest that was over voted will not count.  
All other votes on the ballot will be counted
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Problems with the DS200 that affect the voting process should be 
logged on the incident log



To use the auxiliary compartment;

Unlock the top door on the front of the ballot box
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Lift up and fold down the silver bar

Close & lock the door

Voters will use the auxiliary slot for their voted ballots

Ballots in the auxiliary compartment must be tabulated using the DS200
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Record the time and resolution on your incident log
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Refer to the MN statute regarding opening the ballot box during voting 
hours
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All ballots removed from the ballot box need to be counted

For general elections, you will need to examine each ballot 
for any write-ins



After you balance, unlock the access door to reveal the power & close 
polls buttons
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To continue closing the poll, press ‘Close poll’ button on the message 
screen
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When you are ready to modem your results, press the ‘begin modem 
process’ button
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The scanner modem will automatically connect and transmit data  

If connection fails, the scanner will automatically retry to connect and 
transmit

Watch screen for green ‘checks’ as process runs
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When your results have successfully been sent, you will receive this 
message, press “OK”
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Before selecting ‘finished – turn off’, verify the power button inside the 
supervisor access door is not lit
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Verify the power is off before removing the memory card and seal from 
the DS200
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Verify the seal number on the DS200 on your precinct certification is the 
same as it was at 7:00 am 

Two election judges will need to certify the seal numbers and sign.  

If they are not the same, document the reason in the closing the polls 
section of the precinct certification form

NOTE:  your incident log should also have this documented 
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The DS200 seal number is written on all of your summary tapes
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In your DS200 & AutoMark Judge duty bag, return;

DS200 & AutoMark instruction sheet

Unused “I voted” stickers

Unused paper tape

DS200 & AutoMark signs
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In your canvas bag, return;

The DS200 and AutoMark memory cards

The DS200 and AutoMark seals, and

Any completed incident logs
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DS200 judge recap:

 Instructions & supplies are located in the DS200 & AutoMark bag

 The DS200 should be set up at 6:00 am & turned on

 The seal number on the DS200 is verified with the number on your precinct 
certification form

 Assist voters and respond to error messages

 Use the auxiliary compartment in the case of a power outage or the machine 
stops working

 Ballots in the auxiliary compartment are tabulated using the DS200 once the 
problem is resolved and time permits

 Log any disruptions to the voting process on your incident log
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Recap continued;

 Ensure the machine is powered off before moving the memory stick

 Print one results tape for every summary tape envelope located in the blue 
book; and 

 One additional tape to be posted in the polling location

 After you have balanced, modem your results to Washington County

 The memory card & seal are returned in the canvas bag

 Completed incident logs are returned in the canvas bag

 Return the following in the DS200 & AutoMark judge bag

 Instructions

 DS200

 Unused incident logs

 Unused I voted stickers

 Unused paper tape
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If you have any questions regarding this presentation or on election day, 
please contact us by phone or email


